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1. IYTRODUGTIOY

We study the classical GEI nlodels where securities are claims to commodity
bundles that are contingent on the state of nature, and are insufficient to span all
state contingent claim. As Hart (1975) has shown these economies do not necessarily have equilibria, even when the utilities of agents satisfy smooth assumption
as in Debreu (1970) . Hart's counterexan~pleis based on the collapse in the span
of security markets that occurs on an exceptional set of 'bad" spot prices. hllany
attempts to resurrect the existence of equilibria have then concentrated on showing
that the existence is there, but it fails on a set of measure zero. Duffie and Shafer
proved that the intuition of 'bad1or "exceptional' spot prices was correct and they
gave the existence proof for an two-period economy (see [7]) and, in a later paper
(see [8]), for every fully stochastic economy i.e. an economy where the information
is revealed slowly and there are more then two trading dates.
So it is natural to investigate the 'bad' spot prices side of the story little bit
further. This is the goal of this paper. The main conclusion I reach is rather
surprising. The "bad" spot prices set is typically empty if the information tree, the
set of tradable securities satisfies a certain inequality. Moreover, even in the case
that set is not empty it is possible to give an upper bound for the cardinality of this
sets which is independent from the specific financial structure. Using this result I
am able to reprove the existence theorems and I able to show that the existence is
there for any endowment profile and to show that there exists an algorithm to find
all the isolated bad spot prices.
The intuition behind this result is quite simple. The collapse of the rank of
matrix is equivalent to the existence of a solution set for a well defined system
of polynomial equations. Since every polynomial defines an algebraic variety the
problem is naturally translated in an intersection problem of algebraic varieties.
Clearly if the number of varieties is big enough -i.e, the a dimensional restriction
is satisfied- the intersection is typically empty. I will show that the tree-event
structure, the number of securities and the number of tradable goods are all we
need to know to determine the number and structure of equations.
The paper is organized as it fallows. In the Section 2 I write down the model in
k the notation and I explain the main results. In Section 3 I
two periods and I f
prove the basic results. In Section 4 I show how to extend the result to a general
stochastic economy i.e. an economy where there are at least two trading dates.
In the final Section I construct an algorithm to show how to localize the bad spot
prices.

I start my investigation analyzing a GEI model in two periods and then I will
extend the result to general GEI models so, in this Section, we outline the economic
setting, stating the definition of an equilibrium with incomplete markets in a twoperiod model with uncert~iiltyover the states of nature in the second period. I
only write down the essential feature of the model the reader should also compare
to [TI, [lo1,[161,[171.
In period 0 there are spot markets for commodities, ad security markets for assets
that pay bundles of con~moditiesin period 1, the bundle paying depending on the
state of nature. In period 1 agents cash in their portfolios of assets and their
endowment, trading the proceeds on spot marlcets for commodities. There are

e
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conlmodity types, S possible states of nature in period 1 ad J assets. So we have
the following matrix
aL(l) .
aJ(l)

r

1

<

<

Note that for any j, 1 j f J,and for any s with 1 5 s S we have aJ(s) E Bf. An
agent holding one unit of asset j after trading at period 0 is entitled to the vector
a-l(s) of commodities in period 1 if the state s occurs. A portfolio 0 = (B1, ..., 8 ~ E)
BJ of assets thus represents a claim to the vector a(s)B where, of course, a(s) is
the following
a(,)= [ al(s) * . * aJ(s) ]

e x J matrix.
:
denote a period 0 consumption vector of a typical agent and let
Let xo E B+
zl (s) E Re++ denote the consumption vector of an agent in period 1, at the state s.
SOwe can write x = ( X ~ , ( X ~ ( SE) ~
R?$~+')
= ~ ) as a consumption vector. Similarly,
represents a collection of spot market price vectors,
P =: (PO,(PI(s):=;=I) E R++
Each agent i, 1 2 i 2 I, is characterized by nn initial endowment vector wi E
+ Kt satisfying
By$""
and a utility function u; :
(i) Ui- is Ca3,
(ii) D u ~ ( x )E B&+x!+
' ') for all x E B~!s,'),
(iii) hTDu;(x) h < 0 for all h # 0 such that hDui(x) = 0,
\ ,

(iv)

{Z

E

ken

~z'+') >
:q ( x )

u ~ ( z ) )is closed in )
'+$?RI

for 41

E By$s+l).

and a portfolio B E BJ the market value
a spot price system p E
of the portfolio in state s is pl(s)Ta(s)B. Denote by V(p, a) the S x J returns matrix
( sthat
) , V(p, a)0 E RS is the vector of dividends across
whose sth row is ~ ~ ( s ) ~ a so
the S states in period 1 generated by a portfolio 8. For any z = (zo,(xl(3);'') E
T W ~ $ ' + ~ ) , let p1Qxldenote the vector (pl (s) xl (s))Llof units of account required

.

***

Given prices (p,q) E By$S+l) x BJ, the agent i is therefore faced with the
problem
max u ~ ( x ) s.t.

(.Be)

po - (XO- w;) -I- g ~ 65' 0

An equilibrium is thus a collection ((y,?),(PIq)) such that
1. (2,BZ)solves (P)given @,?) for all i , m d
2. CzEI
2' = CiEl
TCi and

3. c , , ~ B ~= o
It is well known that an economy of this type has not necessarily ail equilibrium
but it is possible (see [7] ~lnd[8]) to prove that there exists an open set S1 C
ex(s+')xI x BbSxJ, with nu11 complement, such that an equilibrium exists for
B++
any economy (w, a) in S1. So if we use the syinbol dV to denote the Lebesgue

e x ( s + l ) x I x Rexsx the Theorem tells us that
ille~sirreon R++

so, from the point of view of Lebesgue measure, we know that the set where the
eq~~ilihrium
does not exists is very small, actually is so small that has measure zero.
The reason why we can't have existence in any situation is the fact that the span of
securities can collapse. I will call this the H-effect, after Hart. On the other hand
it would be desirable to know more about the magnitude of the H-effect. In this
paper I study, with the help of algebraic geometry techniques, the structure of the
El-effect points.
The basic idea behind this results is quite simple. The collapse of the rank of
matrix is equivalent of the existence of a solution set for a well defined system
of polynomial equations. Since every polynomial defines an algebraic variety the
problem is naturally translated in an intersection problem of algebraic varieties.
Clearly if the number of varieties is big enough -i.e. the a dimensional restriction
is satisfied- the intersection is typically empty. The reader should keep in mind that
the set of zeros of a polynomial is a rather rigid set with a well precise geometric
structure. Just to name an example we can think of the intersection of two curves
in the plane. If the only condition we assume is that the defining equations are
C* function then we can not say much about the intersection locus since for every
closed set Z in the plane there exists a C* function f such f ( q ) = 0 if and only
if q E Z (see [3] Theorem 1 pp. 47). But if the curves are polynomial of a fixed
degree, let say 2, then the intersection can be described in a very precise way.
Using this guiding idea I will show that the treeevent structure, the number of
securities and the number of tradable goods are all we need to know to determine
the number of equations.
The surprising result is the following: the points which create the H-effect have
a very precise mathematical structure, in fact are an algebraic variety and a finite
set of isolated points. Moreover, these sets are typically empty sets. More precisely
I can prove the following:

Theorem 1. Given the economy described in the ,first section with the financial
~ t ~ c t z given
~ r e by the following

Note that for an9 j , for 1

<j

5 J,and for any s for 1 < s

< S we have aj(s) E Re.
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Then the following are true:
1. The set of 'bad' spots prices, that we denote with the symbol M H , is disjoint
union qf two sets
and M& where M# is a n algebraic manzfold and M& is a
,finite set of isolated points so we can m i t e
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2. There exists a closed set

R, qf

measure zero such that if a $!

>

R, then

3, There exists a set St; C R, closed and of measure zero such that
This implies that the even*t that the algebraic part zs empty is more frequent that
the .fact that the dzscrete part is non empty.
4 There exists a positive integer number, that we denote with symbol n such that
for any ,financial structure a <f we denote the cardinality of the set Mh(a) with the
symbol #(M&(a)) then the .following

# (M: (a))

<J"

holds. Such integer i s universal in the sense that it does not depend on the the
indavidual financial structure.
5. Moreover, there exists algorithm t o determine each element of M:.

Theorem 2. There exists a n open set Q c R" ht,

null complement, such that a n
ex(s+l)x* and for any
equilibrium always exists for any endowment pro+filew E: R+
,financial stmcture a with P(a)cCl.

h/loreover I am able to prove the perfect analogue of this results for a fully
Stochastic economy and I will do this in Section 4.

In this section we are going to prove our main results for a two-period economy.
As I said in the Introduction our main tool is going to be the study of certain
systems of polynomials in several variables which are naturally linked the economy.
The proofs use, in an essential way, Algebraic Geometry. In the Appendix I collect
the main results that I am going to use and I will give exact references for the reader
interested in this type of techniques. For the moment I only give few definitions
which are necessary to understand the proof of our results. We denote with the
symbol C[xl, ...z], the set of all polynomials with complex coefficients in n variables.
If f E C [ X I , ...x,] then we can write

and we call support o f f the set of all ( al...a7,) such that c
# 0. Note that we
can consider the vector (al ...a n ) as an element in N* so the support of a polynomial
in n variables is a finite subset of N7\ 1 will denote the support of the polynomial
f with the symbol S(f).If we consider a system of m polynomials in n equations
as the following
f f l ( x 1 , . . * l xn) 0

-

L ( x l r xn) 0
WP can associate at this system the collection of suppports {S(f l ) , ..., S(f,)) c Nn.
hioreover it is possible to prove the followiilg that the volume (i.e. the Lebesgue
nleas~u-e)of the linear combination of non-empty convex conlpact set K l , ...,K,
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with non-negative coefficient XI,
with respect to XI, ...,As :

..,,A, is a hon~ogenouspolynomial of degree n

where it is assumed that for products of the Xi which dBer in the order of
the factors the coefficients have the same numerical value. The following theorem
relates the Minkowski sum of sets with ordinary euclidean volume. It also important
to observe that the operation is continuous in an appropriate topology.
It is well know that the reason why the equilibrium could fail to exist is the fact
that the rank of the matrix V ( p ,a ) is not constant but it is a function of the spot
prices for the good bundles. This has been discuss in depth in several excellent
papers and books and interested the reader should read those if she wants to learn
more about this problem.
Let us concentrate on the matrix V ( p ,a ) . I remind to the reader that, by definition, given the spot prices p = ( p o , ( p l ( s ) ~ lE) R++
ex(s+') and the assets structures
a we have

- a'(s)]

s = 1, *..,S
J' = 1, .'., J
and we need to study the rank of this S x J matrix. The reader should keep in
mind that we are interested in Incomplete Markets and this implies that S 2 J.
Let us suppose that we specify any n 2 J different rows an the same number of
different columns. The elements appearing at the intersections of these rows and
columns form a square matrix of order n . The determinant of this matrix is called
a m i n o r of order n of the original matrix V ( p , a ) and it will be denoted by the
symbol
.
.
V(P,.) =

[Pl(S)

M ( P ,a) = M;:;:::;;: (P, a)
where il, ...,ik are the numbers of the selected rows, and jl, ...,jk are the numbers
of the selected columns. Of course, we are interested to the minors of order J. In
fact, the rank of A is r if A has a nonvanishing minor of order r and all its minor
of order r 1 and higher vanish. So, in our case the matrix V { p ,a) has rank J at
p if and only if there exists a minor of order J which does not vanishes a t p. Since
this simple fact has special role in our analysis we record it in the following

+

Lemma 1. Given the economy described in the first section with the financial
structure given by the following

< <

<

J,and for any s f o r 1 < s S we have a J ( s )E Re.
Note that for any j, for 1 j
T h e n it i s possible t o construct a system of polynomial that we denote wzth the
sym,boE P(a) wzth the ,following properties
1. The economy has a n H-eflect point if an.d only zf the system P{a) has a strictly
positive solution.
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2. All the polynom,ials appearing in the s y s t e m P(a) have degree J, the nzim,ber
o,f tradable assets, and they are hom.ogenou,s. M o r e o ~ ~ e each
r , coeflcient i s a J x J
mn,in,or of the m a t r i x a.

Proof. To start let us observe that the matrix V(p, a ) has rank J at p if and only
if there exists a minor of order J which does not vanish at p. This means that for
any p there exists a choice of i l ,...,i J rows, with 1 5 il < ... < i J 5 S, such that

Then we can conclude that the matrix V(p, a) will fail to have rank J for some
prices if and only if the following system
.
.
M;:,:;j"(p,a)
=O
for all 1 6 i l < . . < i JS S

(a

{

has a strictly positive solution.
In order to proceed we need to give a closer look at M;;'"fJ(p,
...,
a).By definition,
we have

this a homogeneous polynomial of degree J and there are involved J x C variables
namely

Finally, let us note that

where we denote with the symbol

and with the symbol

the matrix

the matrix

Moreover it is well-known (see Theorem at pp 93 of [24]) that if X is an m x n
matrix and Y is n x p matrix then every minor of order k 5 n can be expressed
this way
M;~I;:;;~~(XY) =
M;::;:;;;*(x)M~:;:;,~ (Y)

C

where the sunlination is over all distinct sets of indices Cl, ..., ek.
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If we apply this result to our case we obtain

lV;,ll
,pJ(p,a)

=EM:;)

'")pr, ( ~ I ) * - . P E ~ ( ~ J )

and we are done.
At this point we have can prove Theorem 1

Proof. (Theorem 1)
1. Last Lemma implies that the matrix V(p, a) will fail to have rank J if and
only if the following

system has a strictly positive solution. Moreover we know that the polynomial
M;: ,';pJ (p, a) is defined as above then we have the following
M;;,'.;""
.., ' (p,a) = CM$~:,;"(A~
tiJ)~i,(i~)-,.~i~(i~)
holds. Now that we know how each equation in the system look like then we ask
ourself another simple question. Namely we should count how many equations are
involved in the system. The answer is clearly

(? )=

s!
J!(S

- J)!

So we have the following system

equations. The reader should notice that since we assume that the

J then the system is not identically zero. Moreover, since we assume
that
.

.

if we select CS different equations

then, for each choice, we can construct the following

{

,

,,..,iy)

=O

for all

12 k

5 CS

and if we denote solution set with the symbol the Z ( 3

) in ( R ~ * ) ~

{ 2 Y ) l . . . 9 c ) } ksl,.,,,f

we have,

It is a well-known fact in Algebraic Geometry (see [4] and [19]) that the a system
of the type above has a solution set of the following form
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where
is a algebraic variety and

is a finite set. Finally, let us observe that since we assume

then we can construct at least n system of this type where

Since ii~tersectionof varieties is a variety and intersections of finite sets is, at most,
a finite set we have completed the proof of the first claim.
2. We have just proved that

since, by Bernstein's Theorem, there exists a set of measure zero in C = R2 such
that if the coefficients of one the system are not there then the solution set of that
system is just a set of finite points we can conclude that typically

SO,

a fortiori,

For the discrete component we have that it is true in general that intersection of
finite sets in generic position is empty if each set is just a finite set so we have

and this complete the proof of the second claim.
3. By Bernstein Theorem ([4]) there exists a set of measure zero such that if
the coefficients of the polyilomials are not there then solution set has not manifold
component and clearly this implies that

Each of the set that appears in the right part of the equation is a finite set so
we have proved that typically the solution set of the system is just a problem of
intersection of sets of finite points. In this sense the algebraic part of the solutio~~
appears less frequently then the discrete part.
4 To show the claim we can just use the classical Bezout's Theorem (see [4]
and [9]). This Theorein implies that

.
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in fact it is to check that each i1/I~l1';f' (p, a) is just an honlogenous polynonlial of
degree J and since

we can conclude that # (Mj$(a)) 5 ,JeS. The reader should observe that we have
been using properties that are true in general for any system of polynomials of the
given form so the bound is independent from any particular financial structure.
We also notice that the bound is not very sharp. In fact it is possible to give a
sharper bound, this will be done for the proof of the existence of the algorithm.
5. I am working on this.
From the last Theorem it is clear that we can associate to any financial structure
the set of coefficients of the polynomials which are construct in the system , we
denote such a set of points with the symbol P(a) C C. To summarize what I did I
will consider the following

Where:

(1) IRexsx is the space of assets
(2) The symbol Cf is

(3) IC;(Res) (resp. IcJy
(Ces)) is the set on systems of polynomials in l S real
(resp. complex) variables and CT equations
(4) ItS(IReS) (resp. kS(IReS)) is the set on systems of polynomials in l S real
(resp. complex) variables and CS equations

(5) Ae is just the standard simplex
(6) @ is the map that associate to the financial structure the polynomial system
(7) h is the map that singles out the subsystem used to apply Bernstein's
Theorem

(8) Q is the map that take the intersection sets and gives us the set of points
of the B-effect,
Note that the if we call H the correspondence that associate to a financial structure a the set of points which generates the hart effect then, given the above definitions, we can write H q ohoa.The Bernstein Theorem gives us a sharp estimate
for the cardinality of 9~o ha:o Qc(a) and the fact that real numbers are inside the
conlplex field gives also an upper bound on the set H ( a ) cqcc
o ha:o &(a).
The main idea of the theorem is to use the fact that the solution sets are perfectly
controlled since the equations are polynomials which are extremely well-behaved
maps and to use the fact that if the information set is reach enough then the
number of condition that need to be satisfied to allow a collapse or the presence of
the Hart-effect is way too high.

-

